
Brief History of Rockefeller Center

Rockefeller Center is a complex of 19 commercial 

buildings between 48th and 51st streets and spans the 

area between fifth and sixth avenue in New York City.  

Rockefeller Center was started after John D. Rockefeller 

Jr. leased the massive area, that now is home to the 

plaza, from Columbia University in 1928. Rockefeller 

originally planned on building an Opera House for the 

Metropolitan Opera, but this idea, however, fell apart 

after the stock market crash of 1929. Construction for 

Rockefeller Center began on May 17, 1930 and was 

completed on November 1, 1939. It was declared a 

National Historic Landmark in 1987. Presently, 

Rockefeller Center consists of 19 building complexes, 14  

of which are the original buildings from the 1930’s. The 

original 14 office buildings were created in Art Deco 

stlye, which was a famous style during the time of 

construction. The newer Rockefeller Center buildings 

are now home to The Time-Life Building, McGraw-Hill 

and News Corporation/Fox News Channel headquarters; 

owned and managed by the Rockefeller Group. 
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On the lower level of Rockefeller Center lies the 
famous Ice Rink with the golden Prometheus 
statue overlooking it. In the summertime and 

spring seasons the Ice Rink is converted to the 
Sea Grill, a restaurant to catch a quick bite to 

eat in the midst of exploring the Plaza.  

The underground 
concourse is 

located beneath 
Rockefeller 
Center and 

connects all the 
buildings 

underground to 
each other and 

even the subway. 
The concourse 
consists of an 

entrance to get to 
the Ice Rink/Sea 
Grill and is filled 
with all sorts of 

shops and 
restaurants.  

Radio City Music Hall was completed in 1932 and was promoted 

as the largest and most luxurious theater in the world. 

ALthough at first it was not successful, with the help of David 

Sarnoff, founder of NBC, and Samuel Roxy Rothafel, founder of 

the Roxy Theater, Radio City Music Hall was able to get off the 

ground and have the success it would need. Radio City Music 

Hall was originally going to be called “International Music Hall” 

but was changed in order to reflect the name of its neighbor, 

Radio Corporation of America or RCA. RCA was one of the 

complex’s first and most important tenants and the entire 

Center. The Music Hall seats 6,000 people and after an initial 

slow start became a popular tourist destination in the city. Its 

interior was declared a New York City landmark in 1978 and was 

again restored in 1999.

The GE Building, located at 30 Rockefeller 
Plaza, is the headquarters of NBC Studios and 
houses most of the network's New York studios, 

or shows. Founded by David Sarnoff and 
formerly known as RCA, NBC Studio played a 

crucial role in the success of Rockefeller Center 
in the past and continues to do so today

Rockefeller Center represents a turning 
point in the history of architectural 

sculpture. It is among the last major 
building projects in the United States to 

incorporate a program of integrated 
public art. This can be seen all over the 

Rockefeller Ice Rink as well as 
scattered throughout the plaza. 
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